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 This was released on April 27, 2012. The Windows and Mac version of the game was officially released the same day. Five months later, the Android version was released on May 9, 2012. EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on July 25, 2012. On August 24, 2012, a web version was released. The free version of the game has four episodes, with two new episodes added in each
season. The full version has all the episodes of the game plus a maximum of 64 episodes. EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on December 18, 2012. The game's icon was changed on December 18, 2012. The Windows version of the game was officially released on January 16, 2013. Three days later, the Mac version was released. The same day, the Android version was released.
This was released on May 13, 2013. EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on June 17, 2013. The game's icon was changed on June 17, 2013. The Windows version of the game was officially released on July 2, 2013. The Mac version of the game was released on July 7, 2013. The same day, the Android version was released. This was released on October 17, 2013. On February 12,
2014, an anniversary version of the game was released. It adds three new episodes to the game's story. The web version was released on March 17, 2014. It has one of the three new episodes. On April 30, 2014, a spin-off of the game, EXO second box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on May 19, 2014. EXO second box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on June 3, 2014. On June 10,

2014, the anniversary version was released. EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on July 16, 2014. The game's icon was changed on July 16, 2014. The Windows version of the game was officially released on August 13, 2014. The Mac version of the game was released on August 20, 2014. The Android version was released on September 10, 2014. This was released on October 15,
2014. EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on November 12, 2014. This is a re-recording of EXO first box ep 1 watch free online . This was released on January 18, 2015. 82157476af
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